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Abstract
One-dimensional c-axis-aligned BaZrO3 (BZO) nanorods are regarded as strong
one-dimensional artificial pinning centers (1D-APCs) in BZO-doped YaBa2Cu3O7−x

(BZO/YBCO) nanocomposite films. However, a microstructure analysis has revealed a
defective, oxygen-deficient YBCO column around the BZO 1D-APCs due to the large lattice
mismatch of ∼7.7% between the BZO (3a = 1.26 nm) and YBCO (c = 1.17 nm), which has
been blamed for the reduced pinning efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs. Herein, we report a dynamic
lattice enlargement approach on the tensile strained YBCO lattice during the BZO 1D-APCs
growth to induce c-axis elongation of the YBCO lattice up to 1.26 nm near the BZO
1D-APC/YBCO interface via Ca/Cu substitution on single Cu-O planes of YBCO, which
prevents the interfacial defect formation by reducing the BZO/YBCO lattice mismatch to
∼1.4%. Specifically, this is achieved by inserting thin Ca0.3Y0.7Ba2Cu3O7−x (CaY-123) spacers
as the Ca reservoir in 2–6 vol.% BZO/YBCO nanocomposite multilayer (ML) films. A
defect-free, coherent BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface is confirmed in transmission electron
microscopy and elemental distribution analyses. Excitingly, up to five-fold enhancement of Jc
(B) at magnetic field B = 9.0 T//c-axis and 65 K–77 K was obtained in the ML samples as
compared to their BZO/YBCO single-layer (SL) counterpart’s. This has led to a record high
pinning force density Fp together with significantly enhanced Bmax at which Fp reaches its
maximum value Fp,max for BZO 1D-APCs at B//c-axis. At 65 K, the Fp,max ∼158 GN m−3 and
Bmax ∼ 8.0 T for the 6% BZO/YBCO ML samples represent a significant enhancement over
Fp,max ∼ 36.1 GN m−3 and Bmax ∼ 5.0 T for the 6% BZO/YBCO SL counterparts. This result
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not only illustrates the critical importance of a coherent BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface in the
pinning efficiency, but also provides a facile scheme to achieve such an interface to restore the
pristine pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: YBCO nanocomposites, 1D artificial pinning center, vortex pinning efficiency,
vertical epitaxy, coherent interface, dynamic lattice enlargement

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Pinning of quantized magnetic vortices using nanoscale artifi-
cial pinning centers (APCs) can lead to significantly enhanced
critical current density (Jc) in high temperature superconduct-
ors, such as c-axis oriented epitaxial YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO)
thin films and coated conductors [1–3]. Among others, self-
assembled c-axis aligned one-dimensional (1D) APCs of vari-
ous oxides, such as BaZrO3 (BZO) [4–10], BaSnO3 [11, 12],
BaHfO3 (BHO) [13–19], and double perovskites such as
YBa2(Nb/Ta)O6 and other rare-earth tantalates, niobates and
hafnates [20–24] have been reported to provide strong cor-
related pinning of the magnetic vortices, leading to enhanced
critical current density Jc when the applied magnetic field B
is parallel to the one-dimensional artificial pinning centers
(1D-APCs).

It should be noted that self-assembly of the impurity 1D-
APCs in the YBCO matrix via vertical epitaxy is driven by a
strain field that originates from the 1D-APC/YBCO interface
due to their lattice mismatch at the interface (in the direction of
the c-axis of YBCO perpendicular to the film), which is sim-
ilar to the case of vertically self-organized InAs quantum box
islands on GaAs (100) surface [25, 26]. Xie et al developed
the first analytical description of the correlated island forma-
tion under strain, which revealed the critical role of the inter-
face lattice mismatch induced strain field as the driving force
for such vertical self-organized growth [27]. For supercon-
ductor nanocomposite films with APCs, Shi et al further ana-
lyzed the strain fields with considerations of three interfaces
involved, namely interfaces of APC/YBCO, YBCO/substrate
and APC/substrate, in order to obtain a quantitative under-
standing, through a comparison with experiment, the effect
of strain field on the morphology of APCs, and the orient-
ation and diameter of the 1D-APCs [28–30]. Specifically in
the case of the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO nanocomposites, the
large lattice constant of the BZO results in a positive lat-
tice mismatch of ∼7.7% at the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO inter-
face and hence a tensile strain on the c-axis of YBCO. The
strained 1D-APC/YBCO interface is common in the reported
1D-APC/YBCO nanocomposites due to the APC/YBCO lat-
tice mismatch including BHO 1D-APCs at 6.9%, BSO at 5.7%
and YBa2(Nb/Ta)O6 at 2.9%.

However, the large strain beyond the accommodation limit
of the two constituent, dissimilar ceramic materials across the
epitaxial 1D APC/YBCO interface, such as BZO/YBCO, has
been found to cause formation of defects at the interface. As

shown in a high-resolution electron microscopy study of the
BZO/YBCO interface, a cylindrical YBCO shell with a thick-
ness of a few nm around the BZO 1D-APCs has been found
containing a large concentration of defects such as dislocations
with much reduced superconductivity due to oxygen defi-
ciency [31, 32]. Since the specific pinning force (or pinning
force per unit length) of the BZO 1D-APCs is proportional to
the radial derivative of the pinning energy at the BZO/YBCO
interface [33], Cantoni et al indicated that the reduced super-
conductivity in this YBCO shell at the BZO/YBCO interface
is expected to degrade the pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-
APCs [31]. In contrast, Horide et al argued that this defect-
ive YBCO shell would not generate significant degradation
on pinning efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs due to the electron
screen effect and the small layer thickness ∼3 YBCO unit
cells < coherence length [32]. Therefore, experimental invest-
igation of the effect of the BZO/YBCO interface on pinning
efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs is important and urgent. In a com-
parative study of the pinning efficiency of BZO and BHO
1D-APCs of similar morphology (5–6 nm in diameter) and
doping range of 2–6 vol.% in YBCO, a considerably higher
pinning force density (Fp) was observed on BHO 1D-APCs
at lower BHO doping up to 4 vol.%, which was attributed to
a less defective or more coherent BHO/YBCO interface than
the BZO/YBCO case [34]. However, the large BHO/YBCO
lattice mismatch of 6.7%, which is comparable to the 7.7%
BZO/YBCO lattice mismatch, resulted in a highly strained
BHO/YBCO lattice due to strain field overlap. This has an
immediate impact that the 6 vol.% BHO/YBCO has a very
low transition temperature (Tc) of 78.5 K and unmeasurable
or very low Jc at 77 K–65 K. Importantly, this result indicates
that the benefit of a coherent APC/YBCO interface on pinning
enhancement can be outweighed by the detrimental strain field
overlap on YBCO lattice due to degraded superconductivity.
This means that new approaches are needed to enable: (a) a
coherent 1D-APC/YBCO interface for high APC pinning effi-
ciency and (b) low strain field overlap on the APC/YBCO lat-
tice for negligible (or low) degradation of the superconductiv-
ity on YBCO lattice especially at high APC doping.

Herein, we report a multilayer approach to achieve a coher-
ent BZO/YBCO interface by enlarging the c-axis lattice con-
stant of YBCO via formation of planar defects on YBCO
lattice through partial replacement of smaller Cu with lar-
ger (by 30% in dimension) Ca cations on the Cu-O planes.
This Ca/Cu replacement is driven by the tensile strain at the
BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface and would be energetically
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Figure 1. Schematic of multilayers consisting of three BZO (brown) doped YBCO (blue) layers stacking alternatively with two CaY-123
spacers (purple) layers. The Ca diffusion from the spacers to YBCO is illustrated by the purple arrows; and (b) c-axis enlargement in a
YBa2Cu3O7 unit cell as a consequence of the stacking faults formed due to partial Ca/Cu substation on the Cu-O planes.

preferred to reduce the strain on the YBCO lattice to minim-
ize degradation of superconductivity especially at high BZO
doping. In a recent work on 2 vol.% BZO 1D-APC/YBCO
multilayers by inserting two thin Ca0.3Y0.7Ba2Cu3O7−x (CaY-
123) spacers to provide a controllable Ca diffusion, a partial
Ca/Cu replacement on the Cu-O planes and the consequent
elongation of the c-axis of YBCO up to ∼1.26 nm has been
confirmed, which led to ∼70% enhancement of Fp at 65 K
as compared to the [35]. In this manuscript, we carry out a
systematic study of this dynamic lattice enlargement process
on 2–6 vol.% BZO-doped YBCO nanocomposite multilayer
films (2%–6% BZO/YBCO ML). Remarkably, we show that
the YBCO c-axis lattice enlargement leads to a highly coher-
ent BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface due to the significantly
reduced lattice mismatch at the interface from 7.7% to 1.4%
in the BZO/YBCOML samples. In comparison with the refer-
ence 2%–6% BZO/YBCO single-layer (2%–6% BZO/YBCO
SL) films, remarkably enhanced Jc(B) at high magnetic fields
up to 9.0 T has been obtained. At 9.0 T, a five folds enhance-
ment of the Jc is obtained in the temperature range of 65 K–
77 K on 6% BZO/YBCO ML samples.

2. Experiment

2.1. Sample fabrication

Two sets of the 2–6 vol.% BZO doped YBCO nanocompos-
ite films were deposited on (100) SrTiO3 (STO) single crystal
substrates using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [10, 36, 37].
One set consisting of SL YBCO films doped with different
concentrations of BZO in the range of 2–6 vol.% (2%–6%
BZO/YBCO-SL) were made as reference samples for extrac-
tion of the Ca/Cu replacement effect. The other set would be
otherwise the same except with two additional Ca-containing
spacer layers inserted in each BZO doped YBCO nanocom-
posite film. Specifically, Ca0.3Y0.7Ba2Cu3O7−x (CaY-123)
was used for the Ca-containing spacers. These samples have a
multilayer structure with three 45–50 nm thick BZO doped

YBCO layers separated by two CaY-123 spacers (2%–6%
BZO/YBCO ML) as illustrated schematically in figure 1(a).
The amount of the Ca was controlled by varying the thick-
ness of the CaY-123 layer (tspacer) in the range of 5–15 nm and
the Ca diffusion time, by the PLD repetition rate Rspacer in the
range of 1–4 Hz. The total thickness of samples in both sets
is ∼160–180 nm. All ML and SL samples were deposited at
the substrate temperature of ∼825 ◦C in 300 mTorr oxygen
(O2) environment optimized to the 2%–6% SL samples in our
previous works [10]. About 8 Hz repetition rate was used for
PLD growth of the BZO dopedYBCO layers in both sets of the
samples. For convenience of the discussion on the effect of the
tspacer and Rspacer, the samples in the second set are labeled as:
2%–6%ML (tspacer−Rspacer). After the deposition, the samples
were annealed for about 30 min dwell time at 500 ◦C in one
atmosphere O2 pressure.

2.2. Sample characterization

The film thicknesses were measured using a Tencor P-16 pro-
filometer. For electrical transport measurement, Ag contact
pads were sputtered on the samples through a shadow mask.
The samples were then patterned using standard photolitho-
graphy (Leica) to create two microbridges of length∼500 µm
and width of 20 and 40 µm respectively. The details of the
patterning and sample wiring for the transport measurement
can be found in our previous works [20, 38]. The samples
were mounted on a oxygen-free Cu stage using Ag paste and
resistance–temperature (R–T) and current–voltage (I–V) char-
acteristic curves were measured as function of temperature T
(65 K–77 K) and the magnetic field B (up to 9.0 T) applied in
the c-axis of the BZO/YBCO films in a QuantumDesign Ever-
Cool II Physical Property Measurement System. To minimize
the heating at high currents, a pulsed current source (Keithley
2430 1KW Pulse Source Meter) was adopted with the pulse
width of ∼500 ms for the I–V curves. Jc was determined by
applying 1 µV cm−1 standard criterion [38–40]. The N values
were extracted through fitting the measured I–V curves using
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the formula of V ∝ IN [41]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) θ − 2θ
patterns were taken using a Bruker D8Discover diffractometer
to determine the c-axis lattice constant of the films. Trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) under a high angle annu-
lar dark field mode (HAADF) were taken using a Thermo
Fisher Scientific TALOS F200X TEM system with a point-to-
point resolution of 1.6 Å. High-resolution STEM (HRSTEM)
images were taken on a Thermo Fisher Scientific Themis-
Z TEM system that is a new generation aberration-corrected
electron microscope with the STEM resolution as small as
63 pm at acceleration voltage of 300 kV with combined cor-
rectors. A Digital Micrograph plug-in (DM 1.8.3 package,
HRTEMResearch Inc.) was employed for the geometric phase
analysis (GPA). The cross-sectional TEM samples were pre-
pared using a standard procedure, including manual grinding,
polishing, dimpling and a final ion-milling step (PIPS 691 pre-
cision ion polishing system, Gatan Inc.).

3. Results and discussions

Figure 1(a) illustrates schematically the cross-sectional view
of the 2%–6% BZO/YBCO ML samples, consisting of three
BZO (brown)/YBCO (blue) layers stacking alternately with
the two CaY-123 spacers (purple). The selection of the
BZO/YBCO as the first layer of the BZO/YBCOML samples
would allow the samemorphology and the concentration of the
BZO 1D-APCs to form in the BZO/YBCO ML samples as in
their BZO/YBCOSL counterparts. TheCaY-123 spacers serve
as Ca reservoir to allow Ca ions diffuse into the BZO/YBCO
layer. The purple arrows in figure 1(a) illustrate schematic-
ally the Ca diffusion from spacers into YBCO for the pos-
sible Ca/Cu substitution on the Cu-O planes that leads to form-
ation of stacking faults and hence elongation of the c-axis
(figure 1(b)). The amount of the Ca diffusion can be controlled
by varying the thickness of the CaY-123 spacers tspacer, and the
PLD repetition rate Rspacer respectively. It should be noted that
the CaY-123 spacer may truncate the BZO 1D-APCs into seg-
ments with reduced pinning per film thickness and hence is
kept thin to minimize the reduction.

3.1. Microstructure and crystallinity of BZO/YBCO ML
samples

Figures 2(a)–(c) show the cross-sectional STEM images of
a 6% BZO/YBCO SL film with different magnifications.
BZO 1D-APCs can be clearly seen to be embedded in the
YBCO film matrix as shown in figures 2(a) and (b). The
HRSTEM image shown in figure 2(c) was extracted from the
yellow square region highlighted in figure 2(b), illustrating
vertical epitaxial growth of the cubic structured BZO nan-
odopants and the layered structure of YBCO. The distor-
ted YBCO lattice is anticipated from the strain effect at the
BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface. The morphology and element
distribution of a 6% BZO/YBCO ML film are illustrated in
figures 2(d)–(g). BZO 1D-APCs formed through the thickness
of each of the three BZO/YBCO layers. Although some of

them seem to be truncated by the CaY-123 spacers, the align-
ment of the BZO 1D-APCs is through the entire film thickness.
This is supported by the Zr distribution shown in figure 2(f),
which means the concentration of the BZO 1D-APCs in the
ML sample would be comparable to that of their SL counter-
part at the same BZO doping.

The inset in figure 2(d) illustrating a selected area elec-
tron diffraction pattern confirms the epitaxial growth of YBCO
(000l) on the (001) SrTiO3 (STO) substrate. The presence
of the CaY-123 spacers is confirmed both in the STEM
(figure 2(d)) and the energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) elemental map of Ca in figure 2(e). In addition, Ca
with a much lower concentration between those spacers are
observed, which suggests that only a small amount of Ca
diffuses from the CaY-123 spacer to the BZO/YBCO lay-
ers. Besides those CaY-123 spacers, the Ca doping was
found to be enriched at specific YBCO atomic planes in the
YBa2Cu3−xCaxO7−δ to be discussed in detail below.

To analyze the BZO nanocolumns within YBCO matrix,
the HRSTEM in the high angle annular dark field mode
(HRSTEM-HAADF) were taken on a 2% BZO/YBCO ML
film, as shown in figure 3(a). It is noted that, to conduct high
quality HRSTEM imaging analysis, a high quality lattice area
without significant lattice distortion is preferred. Hence, the
2% BZO/YBCOML rather than the 6% BZO/YBCO film was
chosen for HRSTEM imaging and strain analysis. An intens-
ity line profile was conducted to examine the phase distribu-
tion across the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface, as shown in
figure 3(b). Clear phase separation between BZO and YBCO
is observed from the contrasts in the line profile, as the contrast
(image intensity I) in STEM image intensity is proportional to
the atomic number (Z), more specifically, I ∝ Z1.7 [42]. It is
noted that the lower intensity of BZO phase is also attributed
to a strain-confinement effect [43]. Figure 3(c) is the enlarged
view of the red square area in figure 3(a) showing the atomic
interface contact at the Ca-doped region in the BZO/YBCO
layer and YBCO/STO substrate interface under the <100>
zone axis. The Cs-corrected HRSTEM image provides dir-
ectly interpretable atomic arrangements of the cations at the
interfaces, and the projected atomic arrangements of STO,
YBCO with a Ca-doped Cu-O planes on YBCO lattice are
superimposed on the image with different colors, as illus-
trated in figure 3(c). In order to identify the Ca/Cu substitution
across the YBCO/STO interface and Ca-doped BZO/YBCO
regions, four intensity line profiles ((a)–(d) in figure 4) have
been retrieved based on the HRSTEM image in figure 3(c).
The atom columns can be identified based on their differ-
ent line profile intensities, where the Ca-doped regions on the
YBa2Cu3−xCaxO7−δ unit cell are represented by the wider and
lower intensity ranges in the line profiles as the red dashed
region indicated in figures 4(a) and (b). For comparison, two
horizontal line profiles across the Cu atom columns in undoped
and Ca-doped YBCO unit cells are retrieved, as shown in
figures 4(c) and (d), respectively. Because of the relationship
between STEM image intensity (I) and atomic number (Z), i.e.
I ∝ Z1.7, the substituted Ca atomic columns demonstrate obvi-
ously lower intensity than that of Cu columns, as indicated in
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Figure 2. (a) Low magnification and (b), (c) high resolution cross-sectional STEM images of the 6 vol.% BZO doped single layer YBCO
film. (d) Low magnification cross-sectional STEM image and (e)–(g) EDS mappings of the BZO/Ca-Y123 doped multilayer YBCO film.

Figure 3. (a) High resolution cross-sectional STEM image of the 2% BZO/YBCO ML film. (b) Enlarged view of the yellow square area in
(a) showing the atomic lattice across the BZO/YBCO interface. The intensity line profile is conducted along the red line, where the doped
BZO phase region shows weaker intensity due to the lattice strain confinement effect. (c) Enlarged view of the red square area in (a)
showing the atomic interface contact at the Ca-doped region and YBCO/STO interface under the <100> zone axis. The projected atomic
arrangements of YBCO, Ca doped layer and STO lattice are superimposed on the image.
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Figure 4. The zoom-in view of the HRSTEM image in figure 3(c) showing the atomic interface contact at the Ca-doped region in the
BZO/YBCO layer and YBCO/STO interface under the <100> zone axis. ((a)–(d)): The intensity line profiles across the YBCO/STO
interface and Ca-doped regions within the YBa2Cu3−xCaxO7−δ thin film grown on STO (001) substrate. The type of the atomic columns
was noted based on their different line profile intensities. The film/substrate interface and the Ca-doped regions in BZO/YBCO layer are
marked respectively by the dashed line and dashed boxes to guide the view.

figure 4(d). Therefore, based on the line profiling analyses in
the HRSTEM images, the Ca doping within the BZO/YBCO
ML film is further confirmed.

It should be noted that the stacking faults observed in the
BZO/YBCO ML samples differ from the reported ones in the
YBa2Cu4O8 (Y124) phase [44] in both formation mechan-
ism and microstructure. First, the stacking faults in the ML
samples are induced by Ca doping, instead of Cu doping in
Y124, and occur mostly near the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO inter-
face where strong tensile strain is present due to the larger lat-
tice constant of BZO∼7.7% larger than the c-axis of undoped
YBCO. On the other hand, the Ca/Cu substitution in the ML
samples were observed only in the single Cu-O atomic planes,
which is in contrast to continuous stacking faults throughout
the entire lattice planes often extending to multiple Cu-planes
(more like second phase incorporation) in the Y124 phase.
Considering Y124 has a low Tc ∼80 K and could potentially
degrade superconductivity if a large amount is present in the
YBCO film, the smaller, segmented Ca/Cu stacking faults are

expected to have a reduced negative impact on superconduct-
ivity of the BZO/YBCOML films. This argument is supported
by the Tc ∼ 84 K–85 K for the Ml samples being comparable
to that of the BZO/YBCO SL samples, and much enhanced
Jc at 65 K–77 K in ML samples as compared to their SL
counterpart’s.

To further explore the lattice vs. strain relationship in
the BZO/YBCO layers with Ca doping, the GPA of the
out-of-plane (εyy) strain mapping of the HRSTEM image
in figure 3(a) was conducted and the result is shown in
figure 3(d). The BZO columns and Ca-doped regions within
the BZO/YBCO layers show larger c-lattice spacing with
brighter contrast, while the undoped YBCO matrix and STO
substrate exhibit darker contrast indicating smaller c-lattice
values. Furthermore, the local strain effect can be quantified
by measuring the c-axis variation of YBCO based on the
HRSTEM image. Figure 3(e) shows the YBCO c-lattice con-
stant as a function of the distance from BZO 1D-APC/YBCO
interface, where the c-axis lattice constant is calculated by
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Figure 5. θ − 2θ scans of SL (black) and ML50 nm/10 nm–2 Hz films (red) at BZO doping of (a) 2% and (b) 6%. The ML films were
fabricated with structure or/and PLD growth conditions of: tspacer = 10 nm, and Rspacer = 2 Hz . Cu-kα radiation of wavelength 1.54 Å was
used. The symbols #, + and ∗ represent the YBCO (001), STO substrate (100) and major BZO (001) peaks respectively.

averaging five unit cells in the dashed blue box region shown
in the STEM image in figure 3(a). The c-lattice constant
of YBCO decreases gradually with increasing distance from
the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface because of the gradually
relieved interfacial strain. However, by including some Ca-
doped regions on the YBCO lattice (dark contrast regions in
HRSTEM image), as shown by the large dashed red box shown
in figure 3(a), the average c-lattice constant of YBCO is found
to increase to the maximum value then slightly decrease as
away from the doped areas as going away from the BZO 1D-
APC/YBCO interface. This can be explained by the compens-
ation effect caused by the interfacial strain relaxation at the
1D-APC/YBCO interfaces and the additional c-axis enlarge-
ment induced by Ca-doping effect on the YBCO lattice. The
average YBCO c-lattice constant reaches the maximum of
∼1.26 nm when these two effects are compensated as illus-
trated in figure 3(f).

Figures 5(a) and (b) illustrate respectively the XRD θ − 2θ
spectra of the 2%BZO/YBCO and 6%BZO/YBCOML films.
Both ML samples have tspacer = 10 nm and Rspacer = 2 Hz.
For comparison, the XRD θ − 2θ spectra taken on the 2%
BZO/YBCO and 6% BZO/YBCO SL samples (black) are also
included in the figure 5. The presence of YBCO (001) peaks in
all θ − 2θ spectra confirm that these four BZO/YBCO nano-
composite films are oriented along the c-axis along the (100)
STO substrates. In addition, BZO peaks have been detected in
all four spectra.

Considering the peak intensities for BZO are relatively
low as compared to that of YBCO and STO, figure S1
(available online at stacks.iop.org/SUST/35/034001/mmedia)
depicts the original XRD spectrum taken on 6% BZO/YBCO
ML50 nm/10 nm–4 Hz (see table 1) with all identified peaks
including three that can only be indexed to BZO listed in
table S1 (supplemental information). The c-lattice constants
can be estimated from the YBCO (00l ) peaks. For the 2%
and 6% SL films the c-lattice constants were 11.746 Å and
11.819 Å respectively, confirming the increased tensile strain
with increased BZOdopingmost probably due to the increased
strain field overlap [45, 46]. In contrast, the same c-lattice
constants of 11.766 Å observed on both the 2% and 6% ML

samples suggest the benefit of the ML scheme in reducing
the strain field overlap effect that increases with increasing
BZO doping. It should be noted that the enlarged YBCO c-
axis lattice constant occurs only locally near the BZO 1D-
APC/YBCO and YBCO/STO interfaces due to formation of
planer defects or stacking faults induced by Ca/Cu replace-
ment on Cu-O planes as revealed in the HRSTEM study in
figures 3 and 4. Overall, the amount of Ca diffused from the
two CaY-123 spacer layers (5–15 nm in each layer) into the
three BZO/YBCO layers (∼50 nm in each layer) is small
considering the total volume portion of the spacer layer is in
the range of 6%–17% while a substantial portion of the Ca
remained in the spacer layers as shown in figure 2(g). In fact,
the ML scheme was selected in this work to achieve a con-
trollable diffusion of a small amount of Ca to the YBCO lat-
tice by controlling the CaY-123 spacer layer thickness and
PLD conditions. Therefore, the smaller average c-lattice con-
stants of 11.766 Å measured in XRD globally as compared
to the larger ones up to 1.26 nm or 12.6 Å obtained from
HRSTEM measured locally around the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO
and YBCO/STO interfaces is not a surprise considering the
limited amount of Ca diffused into the YBCO lattice and
the occurrence of a small volume portion of short, segmen-
ted stacking faults primarily around the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO
and YBCO/STO interfaces. Furthermore, the Ca/Cu replace-
ment occurs dynamically after the formation of the BZO 1D-
APCs, which means that the HRSTEM c-lattice analysis near
the BZO/YBCO interface within a few nm region represents
the most pronounced c-lattice elongation on the BZO/YBCO
ML films. In contrast, the XRD result is an average over a lar-
ger area (∼a few mm in dimension) of the BZO/YBCO nano-
composite films and a reduced average c-axis elongation is
anticipated since the Ca/Cu replacement may not occur uni-
formly especially in the area not too close to the BZO/YBCO
interface of less original tensile strain. A direct consequence
of the local strain reduction at the BZO/YBCO interface is
reduction of the microstrain. This is confirmed in the smaller
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of YBCO (005) peaks
on the 2% and 6% ML samples of 0.32◦ and 0.38◦ respect-
ively as compared to 0.36◦ and 0.59◦ on their SL counterparts.
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Figure 6. Jc vs. H and Fp vs H curves measured along θ = 0◦ (B//c-axis) at 65 K on 2% BZO/YBCO (a) and (b); and 6% BZO/YBCO
(c) and (d). Each panel compares an SL film (black) with an ML50 nm/10 nm–2 Hz film (red).

Table 1. Summary of Tc, Fp,max, and Bmax values of pristine YBCO, 2% and 6% BZO/YBCO SL and ML films at B//c-axis at 77 K and
65 K. For the ML samples, the CaY-123 thickness tspacer was varied in the range of 5–15 nm, and the PLD repetition rate Rspacer was selected
to be 1, 2 and 4 Hz, respectively. The BZO/YBCO thickness was selected to be 50 nm and 100 nm, respectively.

Fp,max (GN m−3) Bmax (T)

Sample ID Tc, onset (K) 77 K 65 K 77 K 65 K

Pristine YBCO 89.0 7.98 54.83 2.0 5.0
2% BZO/YBCO SL 88.5 6.14 57.09 3.0 3.0
2% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/10 nm–2 Hz 87.5 10.67 97.73 3.0 3.0
6% BZO/YBCO SL 86.9 6.36 36.14 4.5 5.0
6% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/10 nm–1 Hz 83.5 6.55 82.20 4.5 6.0
6% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/10 nm–2 Hz 84.0 12.77 157.70 6.5 8.0
6% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/10 nm–4 Hz 85.0 10.40 93.35 5.0 6.5
6% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/15 nm–4 Hz 85.0 10.15 100.39 5.0 6.0
6% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/5 nm–4 Hz 85.0 16.55 144.34 5.0 6.5
6% BZO/YBCO ML100 nm/10 nm–2 Hz 83.5 8.30 122.82 7.0 8.0

This result suggests that that the reduction of microstrain using
the ML scheme would provide more benefits to BZO/YBCO
nanocomposite films at higher BZO doping when strain field
overlapping becomes a more serious concern.

3.2. Transport Jc and Fp in BZO/YBCO ML samples

Figure 6 compares the critical current density Jc(B) and pin-
ning force density Fp (B) = Jc × B curves of the four
samples shown in figure 5 measured at 65 K to avoid com-
plication of the Tc effect at magnetic field B//c-axis. The Tc
values are 88.5 K, 87.5 K, 86.9 K and 84.9 K for the 2%
BZO/YBCO SL, 2% BZO/YBCO ML, 6% BZO/YBCO SL
and 6% BZO/YBCO ML respectively (table 1). For both 2%
and 6% BZO doping, the ML samples exhibit enhanced Jc(B)

over the entire B field range of 0–9 T as compared to their
SL counterparts’. In addition, the Jc(B) enhancement increases
with the applied B fields. For example, an enhancement factor
of 1.7 and 2.0 can be observed at 1.0 T for the 2% and 6%
cases respectively, while higher enhancement factors of 2.7
and 5.0 occur at B= 9.0 T (figures 6(a) and (c)). Furthermore,
the Jc(B) curve for the 6% BZO/YBCO ML sample exhibits
much reduced B-field susceptibility as compared with the 2%
BZO/YBCO ML sample, indicating more enhanced pinning
in a larger B field range as anticipated from the three times
higher concentration of the BZO 1D-APCs in the former case.
The improved Jc(B) leads to an improved Fp (B) in the ML
samples as shown in figures 6(b) and (d).

Quantitatively, some subtle differences are clearly visible
between the 2% and 6% BZO/YBCO cases. In the former
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(figure 6(b)), the Fp (B) peaks for the ML and SL samples
locate almost at the same locations of Bmax ∼3.0 T des-
pite an enhanced Fpmax value by approximately 72% from
∼57 GN m−3 for the 2% SL sample to ∼98 GN m−3 for the
2%ML sample. In the latter (figure 6(d)), both Bmax and Fpmax

are dramatically enhanced in the ML sample as compared
to its SL counterpart’s. In fact, the enhanced Bmax ∼ 8.0 T
in the 6% BZO/YBCO ML sample is 60% higher than that
of the 6% BZO/YBCO SL sample. Moreover, the enhanced
Fpmax ∼ 158 GN m−3 in the 6% ML sample is 4.4 times
higher than that of the 6% SL sample. It should be noted
that the Fpmax of ∼158 GN m−3 at 65 K represents the
best reported so far in BZO 1D-APC/YBCO nanocomposites
[9, 20, 47–50]. Themore dramatic enhancement of the pinning
in the 6% BZO/YBCO ML sample is not surprising consider-
ing the expected benefits of improved BZO/YBCO interface
and reduced strain field overlap at high concentration of the
BZO 1D APCs.

3.3. Effects of PLD repetition rate and thickness of CaY-123
spacer and BZO/YBCO

In order to further understand the effect of Ca diffusion and
the consequent Ca/Cu replacement in the ML samples, two
sets of 6%BZO/YBCOML samples made with different tspacer
and Rspacer values were investigated. Figure 7(a) compares the
XRD θ − 2θ spectra of one set of three 6% BZO/YBCO ML
samples all having two CaY-123 spacers of tspacer = 10 nm
while the spacers were made at different Rspacer of 1 Hz
(blue), 2 Hz (black), and 4 Hz (red) respectively. Figure 7(b)
shows the XRD θ − 2θ spectra of the other set of three 6%
BZO/YBCO ML films fabricated at the same Rspacer of 4 Hz
with varying tspacer of 5 nm (black), 10 nm (red), and 15 nm
(blue). Irrespective of the Rspacer and tspacer values, the XRD
θ − 2θ spectra show c-axis oriented epitaxial growth of the
BZO/YBCO ML films evidenced by the (00l) YBCO peaks
(#). As discussed above, the BZO peak intensities are relat-
ively low and barely visible in figure 7(a) due to small amount
of BZO doping in the BZO/YBCO nanocomposite samples.
In order to confirm the presence of the BZO, original XRD
spectra for samples in figure 7 were examined using the sim-
ilar method described in figure S1 and table S1 (supplemental
information). The calculated c-axis lattice constants of the
films are 11.734 Å, 11.766 Å and 11.745 Å for the three
6% BZO/YBCO ML samples made with tspacer of 10 nm and
Rspacer of 1 Hz (blue), 2 Hz (black), and 4 Hz (red) respectively
(figure 7(a)). In addition, the samples made with Rspacer = 4 Hz
and tspacer of 5 nm (black), 10 nm (red), and 15 nm (blue)
respectively have the c-axis constants of 11.762 Å, 11.745 Å
and 11.734Å respectively (figure 7(b)). Overall, the reduced c-
axis lattice constants in all six 6%BZO/YBCOML samples as
compared to the 11.819 Å of the reference 6%BZO/YBCOSL
sample confirm the reduced strain field by the dynamic Ca/Cu
replacement preferentially at the BZO/YBCO interface of the
highest strain field. This argument is supported by the smal-
ler FWHMs of the YBCO (005) peaks for the ML samples as
compared to their SL counterpart’s. Specifically, the FWHM
values are 0.26◦, 0.38◦ and 0.38◦ for the 6% BZO/YBCOML

samples made with tspacer of 10 nm and Rspacer of 1 Hz (blue),
2 Hz (black), and 4 Hz (red) respectively in figure 7(a). Simil-
arly, the FWHM values are 0.34◦, 0.38◦ and 0.34◦ for the 6%
BZO/YBCO ML samples made with Rspacer = 4 Hz and tspacer
of 5 nm (black), 10 nm (red), and 15 nm (blue) respectively
(figure 7(b)). This is in contrast to the FWHM ∼0.59◦ of the
reference 6% BZO/YBCO SL film. This result indicates the
reproducibility of theML approach to induce a dynamic Ca/Cu
replacement and elongated c-axis lattice constant at and near
the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface for improved interface and
overall crystallinity of the BZO/YBCO nanocomposite films
especially at high BZO doping.

While the XRD data suggests that the six 6% BZO/YBCO
MLs samples have comparable crystalline structures and
microstrain in average, differences in pinning properties have
been observed with respect to the sample structures or/and
PLD conditions. Figure 8 compares the Jc(B) and Fp (B)
curves of the three 6% ML samples shown in the figure 8(a)
with their 6% SL reference sample at 77 K and 65 K respect-
ively. The pinning improvement in the ML samples (colored)
can be clearly seen as compared to the reference SL case
(black) [19, 51, 52], especially at high B fields and the lower
temperature (to avoid the Tc effect). At the fixed tspacer = 10 nm
and varying Rspacer from 1 Hz (purple), to 2 Hz (red), and to
4 Hz (blue), the effective diffusion time of the Ca decreases
monotonically. While this does not generate a significant
effect on the XRD result that reflects the macroscopic aver-
age over the ML samples, the pinning efficiency of the BZO
1D-APCs is sensitively affected by the subtle difference of the
Ca diffusion at a microscopic scale as shown in figure 8. At
77 K, the three ML samples have their self-field Jc values in
the range of 1.3–2.2MA cm−2 that are comparable but slightly
higher than the 0.93 MA cm−2 recorded for the SL reference
sample. The slightly lower self-field Jc in the SL sample is
actually common and consistent with the reported results in
literature due to the high strain at 6 vol.% BZO doping that
typically reduces the Tc of the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO nano-
composite monotonically with the increasing BZO content
[21, 53]. For this specific SL sample, the Tc of 86.9 K is higher
than the Tc values of its ML counterparts of 83.5 K (1 Hz),
84.0 K (2 Hz) and 85.0 K (4 Hz) as shown in table 1. The
increasing Tc values with increasing Rspacer may be attributed
to the decreasing Ca diffusion in the YBCO lattice [22, 23].
Therefore, the increasing Ca diffusion into the YBCO lattice,
either through increasing the amount of the Ca in the two
CaY-123 spacers or increasing the Ca diffusion time by redu-
cing the PLD repletion rate, will lead to a compromise of the
two opposite effects: reduction of the Tc value and improve-
ment of Jc and Fp through improving the microstructure of
the BZO/YBCO interface. The former would have a negative
impact on the Jc(B) and Fp (B) at temperatures close to the Tc,
which explains the lowest Tc of 83.5 K at for the ML sample
made with Rspacer = 1 Hz and negligible improvement of the
Jc(B) and Fp (B) of this sample as compared to the SL counter-
part’s at 77 K. At 65 K at which the Tc effect is no longer signi-
ficant, the effect of the improvement of BZO/YBCO interface
becomes dominant and all three ML samples show signific-
antly enhanced Jc(B) and Fp(B) than their SL counterpart’s in
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Figure 7. θ − 2θ XRD scans of 6% ML samples with different structure or/and PLD growth conditions of: (a) tspacer = 10 nm, and
Rspacer = 1 Hz (blue), 2 Hz(black) and 4 Hz (red); and (b) Rspacer = 4 Hz, and tspacer = 5 nm (black), 10 nm (red) and 15 nm (blue),
respectively. Cu-kα radiation of wavelength 1.54 Å was used. The symbols #, + and ∗ represent the YBCO (001), STO substrate (100) and
major BZO (001) peaks respectively.

Figure 8. Jc vs. B and Fp vs B curves measured on a 6 vol.% BZO/YBCO named as SL (black) and three multilayer samples:
ML50 nm/10 nm–1 Hz (purple), ML50 nm/10 nm–2 Hz (red) and ML50 nm/10 nm–4 Hz (blue) at θ = 0◦ (B//c-axis) (a) and (b) at 77 K,
and (c) and (d) at 65 K respectively. The same color codes are followed in all figures.

the entire range of the field up to 9.0 T (figures 8(c) and (d))
despite their lower Tc’s. This confirms the enhanced pinning
efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs in the ML samples. Quantitat-
ively, the best pinning improvement was observed on the 6%
ML (10 nm–2 Hz) sample at both 77 K and 65 K (red) among
the three 6% ML samples in figures 8(a) and (c), indicating
the optimal Ca-diffusion is a compromise of the two oppos-
ite effects of improving Jc and Fp (positive) through improv-
ing the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface and reduction of the
sample Tc (negative) as anticipated in Ca-doped YBCO. The
enhanced pinning is further illustrated in the right shift of the
Bmax values in the 6% ML samples as compared to their SL

reference’s. Specifically, the Bmax values are 4.5 T and 5.0 T–
6.5 T at 77 K respectively for the 6% SL sample and ML
samples. At 65 K, they are 5.0 T and 6.0–8.0 T respectively
(table 1), indicating a considerable portion of the BZO 1D-
APCs are activated in the ML samples to enable their contri-
bution to pinning at high B fields.

Figure 9 exhibits the Jc(B) and Fp(B) curves of the three
6% ML samples with fixed Rspacer = 4 Hz and variable
tspacer = 5 nm (green), 10 nm (red) and 15 nm (blue) at 77K and
65 K (figure 7(b)). Interestingly, all threeML samples have the
same Tc ∼ 85.0 K, indicating the Ca diffusion and the Ca/Cu
replacement on the YBCO lattice may only be affected by the
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Figure 9. Jc vs. B and Fp vs B curves measured on 6 vol.% BZO/YBCO named as SL (black) and multilayer samples:
ML50 nm/5 nm–4 Hz (green), ML50 nm/10 nm–4 Hz (red) and ML50 nm/15 nm–4 Hz (blue) fabricated at same RR of 4 Hz at θ = 0◦

(B//c-axis) (a) and (b) at 77 K and (c) and (d) at 65 K respectively. Color codes follow the same for all figures.

CaY-123 spacer thickness moderately. In fact, since the CaY-
123 spacer truncate the BZO 1D-APCs into segments, smaller
tspacer is more favorable to a higher specific pinning force (pin-
ning force per film thickness). Overall, all three ML samples
have overall higher Jc(B) and Fp(B) in the entire magnetic
field range up to 9.0 T than their SL counterpart at both 77 K
and 65 K. Particularly at 65 K, the enhancement is more pro-
nounced at higher fields. For example, the Jc(B) (and Fp(B))
enhancement factor at 1.0 T is up to 2.0, while they increase
to 5.0 at 9.0 T. An interesting observation is that the 6% ML
(5 nm) sample has significantly higher Jc(B) and Fp(B) than
the other two ML samples with thicker CaY-123 layers, sug-
gesting that the Ca provided in the two 5 nm thick CaY-123
spacers is adequate to induce the required c-axis elongation
primarily at the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface on the three
50 nm thick BZO/YBCO layers. Thicker CaY-123 spacers
may reduce the specific pinning force (per unit length of 1D
APCs) since the spacer layer would truncate the 1D APCs into
segments [24, 54].

It should be noted that the ML scheme may be applied to
BZO 1D-APC/YBCO nanocomposite films with larger thick-
ness for an enhanced critical current Ic as required for practical
applications. This may be realized by: (a) increasing the num-
ber of the CaY-123 spacers while maintaining the BZO/YBCO
thickness unchanged; (b) increasing the thickness of the
BZO/YBCO layers at the fixed number and thickness of CaY-
123 spacers; (c) a combination of (a) and (b). In an exploration
of the scheme (b), 6%ML samples with the BZO/YBCO layer
thickness increased to 100 nm while the film structure would
be otherwise unchanged have been explored and the result is

illustrated in table 1 (last row). In comparison with its thinner
counterpart of the same five-layer structure and PLD condition
(6% BZO/YBCO ML50 nm/10 nm–2 Hz), a comparable but
slightly lower Tc of 83.5 K (by 0.5 K) was obtained. Simil-
arly, a slightly reduced pinning properties suggest that the ML
schememay be applied to thicker BZO/YBCO nanocomposite
films while further optimization of the ML growth condition
is necessary.

3.4. Effect of a coherent BZO/YBCO interface on pinning
efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs

Figure 10 illustrates the ratios of Fp,max (ML)/Fp,max (SL)
(black) and Bmax(ML)/Bmax(SL) (red) as a function of (a)
Rspacer and (b) tspacer at 77 K (solid) and 65 K (open). Over-
all, the values of the both ratios are exceeding ‘1’, sug-
gesting the enhanced pinning efficiency of BZO 1D-APCs
in the ML samples. While the Fp,max enhancement peaks at
Rspacer = 2Hz (figure 10(a)), theFp,max enhancement decreases
monotonically with increasing tspacer (figure 10(b)). The max-
imum enhancement factors are 4.4 (at Rspacer = 2 Hz and
tspacer = 10 nm) and 4.0 (at tspacer = 5 nm, Rspacer = 4 Hz),
respectively. Although there is no significant Bmax enhance-
ment with varying tspacer in the range of 5–15 nm (figure 10(b),
figure 10(a)) suggests that the peak Bmax enhancement is at
Rspacer = 2Hz as a compromise of the reduced Tc and improved
pinning in the BZO/YBCO ML samples.

The improved pinning of the BZO 1D-APCs in the ML
samples can extend to the other orientations of the B field
away from B//c-axis (θ = 0◦) as illustrated in figure 11 that
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Figure 10. (a) Laser repetition rate (Hz) dependence of ratio of the Fp,max (ML)/Fp,max(SL) (black) on left Y-axis and Bmax (red) on right
Y-axis measured at 77 K (solid) and at 65 K (open), on B//c-axis of multilayers film (b) CaY-123 spacer layer thickness dependence of ratio
of the Fp,max (ML)/Fp,max(SL) (black) on left Y-axis and Bmax (red) on right Y-axis measured at 77 K (solid) and at 65 K (open), on B//c-axis
of multilayers film.

Figure 11. Jc (θ) data measured at 65 K on (a) 2% BZO/YBCO and (b) 6% BZO/YBCO SL(black) and ML(red) films. The ML samples
were made at tspacer = 10 nm and Rspacer = 2 Hz.

compares the Jc(θ) for the four samples shown in figure 6.
Specifically, the Jc(θ) curves of the 2% (figure 11(a)) and 6%
(figure 11(b)) BZO/YBCO ML (red) and SL (black) samples
are compared at 65 K at B fields of 5.0 T (s) and 9.0 T
(solid), respectively. Overall, both ML samples have signific-
antly higher Jc than its SL counterparts’ in almost the entire θ
range. For example, the Jc(θ) of 2% ML sample is about 1.9
times of that for the SL counterpart in the θ range of 0◦–86◦

at 5.0 T. At 9.0 T, the ML over SL Jc(θ) enhancement factor
is in the range of 1.4–1.6 within the θ range of 0◦–88◦. At
the higher BZO doping of 6 vol.%, the ML sample again has
higher Jc(θ) than its SL counterpart over the θ range of 0◦–84◦

with the highest enhancement factors of 2.8 at 5.0 T and 4.5
at 9.0 T respectively. It should be noted that a similar broad
angular range Jc(θ) enhancement has been observed in the
BHO 1D-APC/YBCO nanocomposite films [55, 56], which is
ascribed to high pinning efficiency due to the coherent BHO
1D-APC/YBCO interface [47, 57].

The N values that are proportional to the pinning potential
barrier energy associated to the BZO 1D-APCs, were extrac-
ted through fitting the measured current–voltage (I–V) curves

using the formula of V ∝ IN [41], can provide a quantitative
evaluation of the pinning potential energy of the BZO 1D-
APCs in the SL andML samples [41]. For a direct comparison,
figure 12 shows the N values of the 2% (black) and 6% (red)
BZO/YBCO ML samples, both were made at tspacer = 10 nm
and Rspacer = 2 Hz, normalized to their SL counterpart’s at
65 K at which the Tc effect is insignificant. In the entire B
field range, the normalized N values are larger than 1 for both
2% and 6% ML samples, indicating improved pinning poten-
tial energy in the ML samples via Ca diffusion. enhanced pin-
ning in BZO/YBCO ML samples illustrates the direct effect
of the BZO/YBCO interface on the pinning efficiency of
BZO 1D-APCs.

3.5. Mechanism of Ca diffusion in BZO/YBCO ML samples

Considering the lattice constant of cubic structured BZO
(3a = 1.26 nm) is larger than that of the c-axis of YBCO
(c = 1.17 nm) with a ∼7.7% lattice mismatch, a partial
Ca/Cu replacement on Cu-O planes which leads to formation
of stacking faults as illustrated schematically in figure 1(b)
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Figure 12. Magnetic field dependence of the N values of the 2%
(black) and 6% (red) BZO/YBCO ML samples to the N values
normalized to that of their SL counterparts at B//c and 65 K. The
ML samples were made at tspacer = 10 nm and Rspacer = 2 Hz.

Table 2. Valance and ionic radius for Ca, Cu, Ba, and Y ions.

Element Valence Ionic radius (Å)

Ca +2 0.99
Cu +2 0.76, 0.87
Ba +2 1.34
Y +3 0.89

would be energetically preferred, as compared to other pos-
sible cation exchanges of Ca/Y and Ca/Ba, on the YBCO
lattice due to the presence of a tensile strain in the c-axis
after the BZO 1D-APCs form in the BZO/YBCO ML films.
This means the preferred Ca cation replacement is strain-
dependent, as predicted in a theoretical simulation on the Ca-
doping effect of YBCO bulks using Density Function Theory
[58]. One may also consider the Hume-Rothery Rules when
pondering the substitution of Ca for Cu in the YBCO crystal
structure. While these rules are traditionally considered for
determining unlimited solubility of metal alloys, they can also
be applied to compounds and ceramics. The Hume-Rothery
Rules list four conditions to consider: size of the atoms or
ions should be ⩽15% to minimize strain in the crystal lat-
tice resulting from lattice mismatch, the atoms or ions should
have the same crystal structure, the ions should have the same
valence, and the ions should have similar electron negativit-
ies. Table 2 shows the valence and ionic radius for Ca, Cu,
Ba, and Y ions [59–61]. Without any strain, Ca + 2/Y + 3
substitution would be the most favored energetically consid-
ering the smallest difference of ∼11% in the ionic radii of
Ca + 2 and Y + 3, which is consistent to the reported Ca/Y
substitution in YBCO for the overdoping effect due to the
valance difference in Ca + 2 and Y + 3 [22]. Ca + 2/Cu + 2
substitution seems to be the next most favored energetically
and the charge, mass, and crystallographic sites are main-
tained in this substitution. Ca + 2/Cu + 2 substitution seems
to be the next most favored energetically and the charge,

mass, and crystallographic sites are maintained in this substi-
tution. We hypothesize that Ca + 2/Cu + 2 substitution may
become more energetically favorable that Ca + 2/Y + 3 on
the tensile strained BZO/YBCO considering Ca + 2 could
be up to 30% larger than Cu + 2 and could induce lattice
elongation and reduce elastic stain energy. Therefore, the
Ca/Cu replacement in YBa2Cu3−xCaxO7−δ would result in an
enlargement of the c-axis lattice constant, and the maximum
Ca diffusion is expected to occur at the BZO 1D APCs/YBCO
interface (the highest strain expected) before defect
formation.

It should be noted that multilayers containing YBCO and
Ca-doped YBCO constituent layers have been reported on
bicrystal substrates to reduce the obstruction of the grain
boundary (GB) on the so-called inter-grain Jc that depends
exponentially on the GB angle and hence is significantly
reduced from the intra-grain Jc of YBCO [22]. The local Ca
diffusion into the GB is to overdope GB (by replacing Y + 3
with Ca + 2) beyond the optimal YBCO in order to reduce
the build-in potential and hence the GB’s tunneling barrier’s
height and width to reduces GB’s obstruction on the inter-
grain Jc. Nevertheless, the enhanced inter-grain Jc in these
multilayer bicrystal YBCO films is still much below the intra-
grain Jc for YBCO. In addition, the Jc investigated is primar-
ily self-field Jc, which was shown to reach 4.3 × 105 A cm−2

at 77 K in multilayer YBCO films on bicrystal substrates of
24◦ GB angle. However, the microscopic mechanism in role
of Ca in BZO/YBCO ML samples reported in this manu-
script differs fundamentally. Specifically, the effect of Ca is to
generate planar defects on YBCO for an enlarged c-axis lat-
tice constant near the BZO/YBCO interface via formation of
stacking faults through strain facilitated Ca/Cu replacement on
YBCO lattice, and hence to dynamically reduce the latticemis-
match at the interface. Consequently, a reduced BZO/YBCO
interface strain is obtained, which prevents formation of the
defects at the interface. This allows us to achieve highly coher-
ent BZO/YBCO interface, for the first time to our knowledge,
and to probe the correlation between the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO
interface and pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APC. The sig-
nificantly enhanced pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs
in the BZO/YBCO ML samples, as compared to case of their
SL counterpart, illustrate that a coherent BZO/YBCO inter-
face of negligible degradation of superconductivity is the key
to high pinning efficiency of 1D-APCs.

It should also be pointed out that the ML samples repor-
ted in this work also differ from the ML samples with non-Ca
containing YBCO spacers whether or not doped with APCs
[62, 63]. In all these cases, segmented nanorods of BZO, BHO
and BSO have been observed, resulting in reduced pinning
anisotropy (reduced Jc at B//c-axis and enhanced Jc at other
angles) with respect to the applied magnetic field due to the
pinning by the segmented nanorod ends, or/and by other types
of APCs such as nanoparticles. In the BHO-YBCO ML case,
for example, the authors reported Fpmax of ∼52 GN m−3 and
64 GN m−3 (at B//c-axis) in the ML and SL film respectively.
In contrast, we observed an opposite trend of higher Fp in
the ML samples than in their SL counterparts. For example,
the Fpmax ∼ 158 GN m−3 in the 6% BZO/YBCO ML sample
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represents about 440% enhancement over Fpmax ∼ 36 GNm−3

for the 6% BZO/YBCO SL counterpart.
The ML approach reported in this manuscript has achieved

both coherent BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface for high APC
pinning efficiency and low strain field overlap on the APC/Y-
BCO lattice for negligible (or low) degradation of the super-
conductivity on YBCO lattice through dynamic elongation
of the YBCO c-axis via formation of stacking faults using
Ca/Cu substitution on YBCO lattice locally around the BZO
1D-APC/YBCO interface. The resulted reduction of the
BZO/YBCO lattice mismatch to as small as∼1.4% and hence
reduced BZO/YBCO interface strain results in not only a
coherent BZO/YBCO interface but also a moderate strain field
overlap, as reflected in the Tc values of 6 vol.% BZO/YBCO
ML samples in the range of 84 K–85 K as shown in table 1,
and improved Jc and Fp in the ML samples. For example,
the 2% ML BZO/YBCO has Fp,max up to 97.7 GN m−3 at
65 K is 27% higher than the Fp,max ∼ 76.9 GN m−3 for 2%
SL BHO/YBCO [34]. The Fp,max ∼ 158 GN m−3 at 65 K
observed on 6% ML BZO/YBCO represents the best so far
achieved on BZO/YBCO nanocomposites, which represents
∼440% improvement over Fp,max ∼ 36.1 GN m−3 on its 6%
SL BZO/YBCO counterpart, not to mention the low Fp in the
6% SL BHO/YBCO by orders of magnitude. This result con-
firms the importance of both APC/YBCO interface and strain-
field overlap (and hence superconductivity) in design APCs
with high pinning efficiency.

4. Conclusion

In this work, a dynamic lattice enlargement approach on
YBCO matrix has been developed to enlarge its c-axis lattice
constant to∼1.26 nm from 1.17 nm, primarily at the BZO 1D-
APC/YBCO interface during the formation of the BZO 1D-
APCs in the 2%–6% BZO/YBCO nanocomposite films. The
elongated YBCO c-axis lattice constant was achieved through
formation of short, segmented stacking faults at the single Cu-
O planes of YBCO with a partial Ca/Cu replacement. The Ca
source is provided from the two CaY-123 spacers of 5–15 nm
in thickness inserted into the 2%–6% BZO/YBCO nanocom-
posite films of 150 nm in total thickness to form the ML struc-
tures. The Ca diffusion into the tensile strained YBCO and
follow-up Ca/Cu partial substitution on the single Cu-O planes
of YBCO lattice is driven by the tensile strain originated from
the BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface due to the large lattice mis-
match of ∼7.7% and is energetic favored through the resulted
elongation of the c-axis of YBCO to reduce the interface strain
as the BZO/YBCO lattice mismatch is decreased to ∼1.4%.
This leads to a coherent BZO 1D-APC/YBCO interface as
confirmed in microstructure analysis using HRTEM. A signi-
ficantly improved pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs has
been obtained in the ML samples. For example, the Jc(B) of
the 6% BZO/YBCOML samples at both temperatures of 77 K
and 65 K are five times of that on the SL counterpart at 9.0 T.
In addition, the Fp,max ∼ 158 GN m−3 at Bmax ∼ 8.0 T and
65 K of the 6% BZO/YBCOML samples represents 4.4 times
of the Fp,max ∼ 36 GN m−3 (only at Bmax ∼ 5.0 T) of the SL

film. The enhanced pinning efficiency of the BZO 1D-APCs
is illustrated also by the enhanced N values in the ML samples
peaked near the Bmax’s by up to a factor of 1.9–2.5. This result
indicates the critical importance in achieving a coherent 1D-
APC/YBCO interface in the APCs/YBCO nanocomposites for
an optimal pinning.
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